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One thing that stood out about this project immediately was that Albert was determined to locate as many of the original source locations for the games textures as possible. He began doing research as early as 2008 into where Capcom had done their source
photography. Luckily, about half of these locations ended up being in his home country of Spain (which is where the game itself is set), while most of the rest were in Wales. He would spend about $1,200 travelling to eight source locations in Europe. As a quick primer for
those of you who havent played Resident Evil 4 before, Capcom released an official remaster of this game in September of last year, featuring updated graphics, optimizations and bug fixes. It was well received, and today we have a new PC Texture Patch, based on the
final version of the game. There is no official release date, but Ive included the patch below, and Im including it as soon as its official, whenever its official. Resident Evil 4 by CAPCOM is one of the greatest game series of all time, and this is the definitive version of that
game, presented in a new visual and gameplay style and enhanced with the new HD texture pack. Resident Evil 4 is designed to immerse you in a relentless action/adventure experience that challenges you to use your wits to overcome increasingly powerful enemies in a
series of frightening locations. Youll need to manage your limited equipment resources carefully, always searching for new weapons or items as you explore the game environment. As the tension builds and the situation becomes more dire, it becomes your ultimate
survival challenge.
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Resident Evil 4 for the PC introduces a new style of gameplay that players have come to know and love from the series. This new action-adventure style of play adds more exploration to the game and helps immerse players into an eerie and tense atmosphere. In the
battle against the deadly threat that is stalking Raccoon City, players will need to strategically utilize the environment, craft weapons and traps, and utilize the assistance of a trusty police dog as they unravel a series of shocking and terrifying events. Buying Resident Evil
4 now is the best way to prepare for the new features and enhanced graphics. The game will be available for download in full and for the first time, players can view HD graphics in both widescreen and 16:9 formats and also view the new 3D graphics in high quality and
high resolution. During your gaming sessions, youll use the new Control Panel which offers immediate access to commonly used functions like: Viewing multiple storage devices, using your PS3™ DualShock 3 or Xbox 360 controllers to navigate the onscreen menus, and
adjusting audio settings. -------------------------------------CHIOCE B: This patch doesn't cause any bugs. It simply makes all the textures to be in high resolution using texmod tool. If you choose this way of installation all the videos will be replaced with hi-res textures.It's the
way to go for the future, now for your re-texturing pleasure!------------------------------------- -------------------------------------DOUBLE CLICK THE DOWNLOAD LINK TO START THE INSTALLATION-------------------------------------Please Note: This is not a game ban. It's a texture mod that

doesn't alter anything in the game. Thanks to the RE4 PC Games, Capcom and any modders involved that are responsible for this awesome game. This patch contains no viruses or malware. 5ec8ef588b
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